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Refer to Mill, Amereo Ex. 12.0 at 14:262: a€rel am convinced our Rate MAP·P with 
Appendices A and B when data is inputted will accommodate efficient verification for 
accuracy, can be easily audited, and results can be replicated without ambiguitya€ . 

a. Does the curreot content of Amerena€"Ms proposed tariff Rate MAP-P 
allow computation of the reveoue requiremeot for a rate year directly from 
the appropriate Amereo FERC Form 1, without using spreadsheets, forms, 
or other computational devices, other than those included in the tariff? 

b. Does the current content of Amerena€fMs proposed tariff Rate MAP-P 
allow computation of the revenue requirement for a rate year directly from 
the appropriate Ameren FERC Form 1, without using any data other than 
the data shown on the FERC Form I? 

c. If the answer to (a) above is other than a€reyes,a€ explain where each 
necessary computational device not included in the tariff can be found by 
a customer or other stakeholder. 

d. If the answer to (b) above is other than a€reyes,a€ explain where each 
item of necessary data not shown on the appropriate FERC Form 1 can be 
obtained by a customer or other stakeholder. 

RESPONSE 
Prepared By: Robert J Mill 
Title: Director, Regulatory Policy and Rates 
Phone Number: 314-554-3734 

a) Some information flows into tariff spreadsheets from other sources/workpapers 
b) Some data outside of Form 1 is required 
c) For data eotries not from FERC Form 1 or not otherwise derived within the MAp· 

P spreadsheets, the source references are reflected within the individual Rate 
MAP-P Schedules and Appendices, identifYing a specific source or workpaper. 
The content of the referenced workpapers can be viewed in Ameren Exhibit 13.1. 
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d) See response to subpart c) above. 
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